Follow these guidelines

Photo credit: FWC taken under NOAA permit #15488 issued to GADNR

7. If approached by a marine mammal or sea turtle,
put your vessel’s engine in neutral; allow the
animal to pass and move away slowly.

to prevent harssment and injury
to marine mammals or sea turtles
in the wild:

Be aware that these animals may surface in unpredictable
locations.

1. The minimum recommended viewing distances are:

Dolphins = 50 yards
Whales = 100 yards

(1/2 the length of a football field)

8. Marine mammals and sea turtles should not be
encircled or trapped between vessels, or a
vessel and the shore.

(the length of a football field)

Breaching whales may put people and/or vessels in danger.

North Atlantic right whales = 500 yards
Federal law prohibits approaching or remaining within
500 yards of North Atlantic right whales.

Seals = 50 yards
Keep pets on a leash and away from seals for their safety.

Sea turtles = 50 yards
2. Never feed or attempt to feed marine mammals
or sea turtles – it’s prohibited by Federal law
and it kills.
For more information visit: www.dontfeedwilddolphins.org

3. Do not swim with, ride, pet, touch, or attempt to
interact with marine mammals or sea turtles
in the wild.

Remain a respectful distance!

Stay alert and use caution!
4. Limit your viewing time to 30 minutes or less.
Prolonged exposure to one or more vessels increases
the likelihood that marine mammals and sea turtles will
be disturbed.

5. Avoid approaching the animals when another
vessel is near.

When several vessels are in an area, communication between
vessels will help ensure that you do not cause the animals to
be disturbed by corralling.

6. Never pursue or follow marine wildlife.

Any vessel movement should be from the recommended
distance and slightly parallel to or from the rear of the animal.
If you need to move around marine wildlife, do so from behind;
never approach head-on.

Pursuit of sea turtles, and pursuit, torment, or annoyance of marine
mammals that has the potential to disturb or disrupt natural behaviors
is prohibited by Federal law.

SMARTPHONE APP: (for iPhone & Android devices)
Download SEE & ID Dolphins & Whales
for tips on how to view marine mammals
in the wild and a species ID guide of
marine mammals in the Southeast U.S.

Never attempt to herd, chase, or separate groups of marine
mammals or females from their young. Always leave animals
an “escape route.”

Limit viewing time!

9. Avoid excessive vessel speed or sudden changes 10. Avoid excessive noise.
Marine mammals have sensitive hearing and many species
in speed or direction, and do not operate or
communicate by vocalizing underwater. Underwater sound
maneuver a vessel in a way that may change the
produced by revving a vessel’s engine and banging on a vessel
animal’s behaviors.
to solicit the animal’s attention has the potential to disturb them.
Specifically, do not intentionally direct your vessel or accelerate
toward a marine mammal with the intent of creating a pressure
wake allowing them to bow or wake-ride. Vessel strikes can
cause fatal injuries to marine mammals and sea turtles.

Travel in a predictable manner!

11. Slowly leave the area if marine mammals show
signs of disturbance.
These include strongly exhaling, tail-slapping, breaching,
repeated avoidance behaviors, erratic changes in speed or
direction, increased aerial behaviors, or lengthy periods
underwater.

12. Report dead, injured or entangled dolphins,
whales or sea turtles in the Southeast U.S. to:

1-877-WHALE HELP (1-877-942-5343).
SMARTPHONE APP: (for iPhone & Android devices)
Download Dolphin & Whale 911
to learn how to help stranded marine
mammals and to connect to the nearest
stranding response organization.

